
OFF THE RAILS
PROP OPTIONS



'TRAIN' BACKDROPS
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In the back part of the field is a set of [4] large backdrops depicting a train.

The dimensions for these backdrops are based on the Corps Design Adjustable Media Frame 
[FCMED1.4] for which we are dealers. Our price for these frames is $911 each + freight shipping.

However, we can adjust the design to other sizes as needed, or to homebuilt frames you already 
have. We also have blueprints available for simple, DIY frames for $150.

For the dimensions seen here [4, 10' x 10' panels] the printed vinyl would cost $700 + shipping.



'TRAIN TRACKS' TARPS

The field is outlined by a tarp which depicts railroad tracks, 4' wide.

To create the full extent pictured in the storyboard, we use 4 segments which 48.5' long, and 2  
segments which are 40' long. However, we can change the amount of track as needed to fit your 
budget and needs.

For the amount of track seen here, the cost is $1545.60 + freight shipping.
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60'-0" 5'

On the front sideline, sideline screens act as a place for color guard equipment transitions to happen.

The dimensions of the sideline screens seen in the storyboard are take from the Corps Design 10' x 5' 
Sideline Screen frames [FCSL15] and 6 of them are needed to produce the full length seen here. Our 
price for these frames is $382 each + freight shipping

However, we can adjust the design to other sizes as needed, or to homebuilt frames you already have. 
We also have blueprints available for simple, DIY frames for $150.

For the dimensions seen here [6, 10' x 5' panels] the printed vinyl would cost $525 + shipping.

SIDELINE SCREENS



'TRAIN 

STATION'

On the front of the field on Side A there is a 'train station' staging area for soloists consisting of 2 
backdrops and 2 small stages with attached stairs.

The dimensions for these backdrops are based on the Corps Design Adjustable Media Frame [FCMED1.4] 
for which we are dealers. Our price for these frames is $911 each + freight shipping.

However, we can adjust the design to other sizes as needed, or to homebuilt frames you already have. 
We also have blueprints available for simple, DIY frames for $150.

For the dimensions seen here [2, 10' x 10' panels] the printed vinyl would cost $350 + shipping.

The stage/stair units seen here are based on the Corps Design Rolling Step Stage [FCBOX-STEP] for 
which we are dealers. Our price for these stage/stair units is $924 each + freight shipping.
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YES!
We can change the
name of the
station to your
hometown or
stadium.



Full Pricing Breakdown

'Train' Backdrops

Pre-Built Frames - $911 each, for 4 as seen in storyboard, $3644 + freight shipping [varies, ask for quote]

OR Blueprints to construct DIY Backdrops - $150 [delivered as a PDF]

Printed vinyl - varies, $1.75 per square foot - for dimensions seen in storyboard, $700 + $10 shipping

'Railroad Track' Tarps

Varies , $1.75 per square foot - for dimensions seen in storyboard, $1545.60 + freight shipping $199

Sideline Screens

Pre-Built Frames - $382 each, for 6 as seen in storyboard, $2292 + freight shipping [varies, ask for quote]

OR Blueprints to construct DIY Backdrops - $150 [delivered as a PDF]

Printed vinyl - varies, $1.75 per square foot - for dimensions seen in storyboard, $525 + $10 shipping

'Train Station' Staging Area

Pre-Built Frames - $911 each, for 2 as seen in storyboard, $1822 + freight shipping [varies, ask for quote]

OR Blueprints to construct DIY Backdrops - $150 [delivered as a PDF]

Printed vinyl - varies, $1.75 per square foot - for dimensions seen in storyboard, $350 + $10 shipping

Pre-Built Stages with Stairs - $924 each, for 2 as in storyboard, $1848 + freight shipping [varies, ask for quote]



Payment Information

We can begin production with either an up front payment OR an approved school 
Purchase Order.

Credit or Debit Card options are available with a 2.9% service fee.

Delivery Information

Shipping is very fast for printed items [vinyl backdrops, tarps, and sideline screens]. 
You will receive your items within 5-10 business days of making an up front payment 
or sending an approved Purchase Order--often faster.

Most printed items can be delivered via FedEx Overnight Anywhere for $10, however, 
railroad track tarps are oversized and required FedEx Freight for $199.

Blueprints are delivered as a PDF via email, and will be in your inbox within 24 hours 
of up front payment or sending an approved Purchase Order.

Production and Shipping for prebuilt frames is much slower, please email us for a 
freight estimate and wait time. If you need prebuilt frames, it best to order in the 
spring or early summer. 


